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"To survive, the There is much to be desired regarding the general quality of the euality
Assurance groups rhar we have assessed or observed. ln all roo manypharmaceutical,
instances, the companies' Quality Assurance groups (I) do not address a

biOteChnOlogy il".i"..r "t t"g"latory need, (2) focus on reg.rlatory compliance issues of
mediCal deViCe marginal importance while missing significant operational root causes of

, regulatory compliance problems, and./or (3) try ro implement solutions
InOUStrleS dFlO *idl -i1i11al oi no common sense. We contend rhat it is the respons!

theif SUppOpl bility of those ofuswho are responsible for the overall success of the

organizations in
general have

had tO adapt tO tries and their support organizations (e.g., CRos, CMos, software com-
, panies) in general have had to adapt to a new value proposition - do

a new Value more, do it faster, and do it with fe'wer resources. To ajrieve this ob1ec-
pfopQsitign, . , 

" tive, companies try to invest thet effons into "doing ir right rhe first
rime" in order to increase operational ef{iciency While this model has
been implemented within many companies' depa ments, the same often
does not hold true for the euality Assurance group: the group is still ex_
pected to focus only on regulatory compliance issues and nothing else.

So what can and should be done to maximiz€ the value o{ whal eual_
ity Assurance bdngs to the company? ln the context of the euality As_
sumnce group, this means that the personnel should be expected to
idenrify not only regulatory compliance deficiencies, bur aGo to be sav.v7
and competent enough to be able to 1) assess, where necessary, the com_
pany's operational and technical capabitities and challenges, 2) recognize
potential underlying operational problems which result in the regulatory
compliance deficiencies, and 3) as appropriate, recommend practical and
efficient solutions for both. We are surprised and disappointed that com-
pany management, by and large, does not expect this from their euality
Assurance Group, be they internal resources or extemal euality Assur_
ance consullants.

If the model of "fastel better, and more efficient" would be practiced bv
Quality Assurance groups, companies would benefit in a number of -ayr.'
First, due diligence activities could be performed wirh fewer people while
meeting the same end-goal of establishing whether a porential paitner is
suitable. Secondly by focusing on operations as well as on the regulatory

company to know what is needed for its continuinq benefit aud to en-
sure rhar ir is being delivered.

To survive, the pharmaceutical, biotechnology medical device indus-



compliance piece, Qualiry Assurance would bring
true business value to management. Thirdly if Qual-
ity Assurance is encouraged to provide acceprable-m-
all resolutions to thet concems, companies would be
able to integrate quality with operations in a much
more srreamhned and lacrliured fashion.

To ensure efficiency of, and to maximize on value
from, the Quality Assurance gtoup, we suggest that
company management hires professionals who are
technically competent in the areas they assess for
regulatory compliance. Furthermore, company man-
agement should expect the following from their
Quality Assurance group:

. An understanding tlLat a "one size fits all" regu-
latory compliance audit approach,/checklisr is
not an effective way to address the myriad busi-
ness relationships that a company may have.
For example, an initial due diligence assessmenr
to determine if a new vendor/supplier should
even be considered (e.g., does the vendor have
sufficient capacity and does the vendor comply
with the regulations?) is far different from the
assessment of a vendor/supplier with whom the
company has worked for several years (e.g.,
have business conditions changed (e.g., more
services due to merger/acquisition) and whether
these changes may potenrially affecr regulatory
compliance).

. An intuitive grasp of the highest risks applicable
to the given situadon. For example, the exis-
tence of data integriry problems should indicate
to Quality Assurance thar a prudent place to
stan the assessment would be performing an
appropriate invesdgation if one has not been
done rather than determining whether there is a
cunent SOP on SOPs in place.

. An ability to view regulatory compliance issuLs
through the larger operational prism and busi-
ness context. For example, a lack of current
SOPs may be indicative of too cumbersome of
an SOP sysrem rhat a company has difficuhy
mainuining and managing.

. A practical, common sense approach with re-
spect to recommendations. Recommendations
should aim to keep the company in regulatory
compliance wit hour increasing operati ng costs
and./or delaFng timelines.

. A demeanor and communication style that is
professional and respectful to those who are
being assessed by Quality Assurance. An "l

know your process better than you do" or "This

is not acceptable because I have not seen it done
before" attitude has sdfled many potentiaily
beneficial business relationships. In orher
words, the Quality Assurance group should not
use its independent power and authority to hin-
der appropriate operational innovation and cre-
anvrty.

Regulatory compliance is a business issue first and
foremost. Therefore, if the Quality Assumnce group
provides a regulatory observation without the busi-
ness context, it will be like sewing coffee without a
cupsM. Whoever is paying for the Qualiry Assur-
ance services should expect the most business vaiue
for the money This, by default, will also position
the Quality Assurance group wirhin rhe "faster, bet-
ter, and more efficient" model. cxp
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